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 Added English language support. Intermediate Adjustment Fixed the bug where Imerge Pro Crash Log failed to open. Fixed
the bug where icon is not changed when editing image. Warnings Problems of Fixed Bugs will be repaired. Please be patient. 4.

Added A New “Colors” Button Colors are to be edited in the Tool Window of the Basic Editor, or Tools Window of the
Advanced Editor. When Imerge Pro is installed in Windows, the Program icon is displayed in the lower right of the desktop.

Other changes Fixed the problem where “Do not scale” function in the Settings has no effect. Fixed the problem where the color
changed with window size is not restored. Fixed the bug where Imerge Pro is stuck at updating picture. Fixed the bug where the
menu is not displayed in macOS Sierra. Fixed the bug where Preferences is not displayed in macOS Sierra. Fixed the bug where
previous image is not displayed in the Gallery. Fixed the bug where the gallery does not open. Fixed the bug where Adjustment
is not displayed in the Settings. Fixed the bug where the extracted image width does not match the original. Fixed the bug where
Colors cannot be changed if the canvas is empty. Fixed the bug where folder is not saved if Settings is not opened. Fixed the bug
where images are not recognized when the zoom of the image is more than 50%. Fixed the bug where all the selected images are
not displayed in the Gallery. Fixed the bug where a dialog to confirm the installation pops up. Fixed the bug where Imerge Pro

Crash Log fails to open. Fixed the bug where the “Process/Save” button of the History is not displayed. Updated software
dictionary. Fixed the bug where the “Clear” button is not displayed after the canvas is cleared. Fixed the bug where the image
cannot be extracted after resetting. Fixed the bug where the thumbnail of the Gallery is not shown. Fixed the bug where the

gallery does not open after close and reopen. Fixed the bug where the image is not recognized in the Gallery after closing the
program. Fixed the bug where the gallery does not open after using Auto Save. Fixed the bug where the selection is 82157476af
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